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This year's Salone is rich in material and finish research and development.



Milan Design Week's 54th edition was
characterised by renewed optimism among
visitors and exhibitors, and energised by the
upcoming Expo 2015. The fairground welcomed
310,800 visitors at more than 1,300 booths, while
Fuorisalone comprised more than 1,258 events
hosted across seven design districts.

Next show dates: April 12-17 2016
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Lexus Lonny van Rijswijk

Tanner Bowman Annarita Aversa

Transparency and dichroic effects are on the
rise at every level of the market

Metallic finishes take on the full spectrum of
colour, in high-shine mirror or subtler
anodised lustres

Designers are exploring exciting new
materials, taken from commonplace origins
and transformed with craft and style

Studios are re-engaging with traditional finish
techniques to simple but powerful effect



Lanzavecchia + Wai

From mirrored to anodised finishes, metallics are used in a wide range of colours. Lanzavecchia & Wai's cabinet adds
a reflective film in gold (blue and purple on the interior) onto corrugated metal. Jaime Hayon's Urban Perspectives uses
coloured anodised finishes on both versions of Mini’s new scooter, combined with print and leather. Maija Puoskari and
Kelly Sullivan use coloured mirror as the main feature of their designs, while Scholten & Baijings' Grappe Flasks for
Nonino use a range of subtle metallic lustres in contrasting colours. Jupiter by Arik Levy features a combination of
silvered glass – a signature of Verreum – with clear glass in brilliant blue.

Scholten & Baijings and Nonino

Jamie Hayon for Mini Cooper

Maija Puoskari

Jamie Hayon for Mini Cooper

Kelly Grace Sullivan

Arik Levy for Verreum



Nendo Zoe Aubry + Antoine Foegle + Dong Kyun Lim Victoria Ledig Koncern

Colourless mirror finishes are trending strongly. Scottie Huang's Dandelion mirror reveals a video animation behind the
surface, transforming the furniture into artwork. Nendo's Fragment mirror combines two layers of printed mirror in differing
rhythms, creating a moiré effect. Mixing Faces by Zoe Aubry, Antoine Foegle and Dong Kyun Lim (from ECAL
#Photobooth) splices your reflection with the person on the other side. Koncern's silvered-glass boxes are designed
to encase a smartphone, removing you from the online world. Victoria Ledig's Liquid Mirror for Dutch Invertuals uses
reflective film, pearlescent film and resin, in undulating thicknesses, to create a subtle shine.



Egli Studio

Salem Al MansooriThomas Vailly + Laura Lynn JansenJetske Visser & Michiel Martens

Dichroic finishes are a major feature this year, used by many designers in different and novel ways. Thomas Vailly and
Laura Lynn Jansen continue their material experiments with the 101.86 Degrees collection, which shows how dichroic
finishes become solid and distinct when overlaid. The Chill Tisch by Egli Studio uses dichroic films to create intensely
brilliant shadows with overhead lighting. Jetske Visser and Michiel Martens's Hue uses strips of dichroic acetate, which
appear solid when rotated quickly, like a bouncing bubble. Both Saleem al Mansoori's Murmur lamp and the Olen Light
by Fabrice Hofgen use backlit dichroics to diffuse light with a spectrum glare.



Aliki van der Kruijs Aliki van der Kruijs Stone Island

Stone Island

Stone Island

Two innovative and exciting uses of reflective surfaces signal renewed interest in shineback – the retroreflective sheeting
most commonly used on cycling gear. Stone Island’s Reflective Research collection shows how shineback surfaces can
be coloured, printed and textured to create fascinating looks. The clothing brand coats its textiles in resin filled with glass
microspheres, making mirror granules that reflect direct light. Aliki van der Kruijs's Daylit, a series of vessels designed for
Dutch Invertuals, uses handpainting on shineback to give the material a contrasting dimension.



Annarita Aversa Annarita Aversa Meike Harde Morten & Jonas

Studio Libertiny & Brdr. Krüger Morten & JonasMeike Harde Meike Harde

A small category last year, painted woods are much more visible this year. Meike Harde's Wooden Aquarelle collection
is made by flooding the surface of plywood with water, slowly adding beautiful hues of colour blends that eventually
seep into the material. Studio Libertiny and Brdr Kruger use off-axis wood turning to create the asymmetric form of the
High Eccentricity stool, while a special colour treatment of Dinesen PARIS blue (created by Original Linoliemaling)
accentuates the grain. Morten & Jonas uses painted woods in a bowl and table, adding contrast to the ash
components. Annarita Aversa uses colour to enhance the marquetry on her compact furniture collection.



Zaha Hadid for United Nude

Silje Nesdal

Aalto University School of Art and Design Lexus

Lexus shows a white version of its LF-SA Concept in a beautifully matte finish, with touches of gloss on trims, lights and
the tread of the tyres. Silje Nesdal's bowls are coloured in a neutral grey hue, contrasting with a rich gloss glaze on the
inside. The student Chair project by Finland’s Aalto University uses paint from BlueScreen technology to give aviation ply
its brilliant blue matte surface. Zaha Hadid's shoes for United Nude are 3D-printed in a dark grey with a dull matte surface,
which accentuates the sculptural components of the shoes.



Margit Seland rENsrENs

Jeroen WandWang Zhuo + Jiang Xinhe + Sun JinjinWang Zhuo + Jiang Xinhe + Sun Jinjin

There is a growing interest in dipped and layered finishes throughout the shows, particularly for ceramics and textiles.
Earth Layers by Wang Zhuo, Jiang Xinhe and Sun Jinjin shows how beautiful layers of colour can be built up by repeatedly
dipping an object in glaze. Jeroen Wand experiments with this technique across many of his Phases vessels, building up
colours and tones using plaster. Margit Seland dips her delicately coloured glazes on the top and bottom of the vases.
Rens analyses the chromatography of Edding markers, exploring how the component colours separate when wet.



Anette Krogstad

Jovana Zhang-PinwuTakt Project

Isabel FarchyIsabel Farchy

The more handmade side of materials and finishing continues to grow in importance. Uncontrolled surfaces see colour
and material flowing amorphously to create unique effects. Isabel Farchy's tables illustrate how lack of control can result
in individuality, despite the standard form of the table. Meal No4 by Anette Krogstad takes a similar approach, with a more
limited colour palette. The Fleka Table by Jovana Zhang and Pinwu is individualised with unique handmade surfaces,
artfully poured and splashed with colour, while Takt Project encourages users to DIY-dye plastic chairs.



Lee Broom Lee Broom Nendo Seiju Udodaira

Germans Ermics Germans ErmicsNendo PlayN

Transparency is perhaps the most common area of exploration across the shows this year. Using blends of colour and
subtle patterns sandwiched between layers, Germans Ermics creates beautiful overlays of transparency. Nendo uses
overlays of coloured transparency for furniture, with the subtlest of colour in the Fandango perfume bottle. Seiju Udodaira's
Twilight display case features slidable circles of coloured glass. Lee Broom uses a live-edge glass layer on top of marble
on his Acid Marble Console, showing how colour can transform natural materials. PlayN enables visitors to Fuorisalone to
dye their own customised sunglass lenses – with the depth of colour depending on their patience.



Nendo Benwu StudioJorge Penadés

Roberto SironiMartino GamperSybille Berger & Delphine Meriaux

Designers are creating composite materials, cutting and carving them to reveal the inherent grain. Nendo's Alcantara
Wood table appears to be wood, but is like suede to the touch. Structural Skin by Jorge Penades uses waste leather
compacted into a solid material, which can be used like wood or metal. Pêle-Mêle by Sybille Berger and Delphine Meriaux
is made of layers of coloured leather, which can be carved or cut into various forms. Benwu Studio's Twig Vessel
collection combines wooden twigs with resin, which are then carved into angular shapes that reveal the combinations of
materials. Roberto Sironi and Martino Gamper both use a marbled mix of terracotta and stoneware.



Nendo Dechem StudioGaray Studio

Kristine Five Melvaer for MagnorAntje PeselAntje Pesel

Nendo's Soft Tables show how colour can be distorted through a semi-transparent material. It is only the addition of
colour on the edges of the semi-transparent glass that generates the soft blend of colour. A similar principle is used by
Antje Pesel in her Smart Blur collection of boxes, with colour only on the base of the box. The Ring by Garay Studio uses
semi-transparent glass to soften the colour on the lights. Dechem Studio, a more traditional glass-making company, this
year features mostly opaline finishes, giving a cloudy appearance to its vases. Kristine Five Melvaer’s vases for Magnor
have a similar opaline quality, giving the strong colours a softened appearance.



Olivier van Herpt Lonny van RijswijkOlivier van Herpt

Sander WassinkStudio Laura DazaPatrik Buzelius

Olivier van Herpt and Sander Wassink have developed a new way of 3D printing with ceramic, creating beautiful vessels
with a more natural appearance than is usual for the technology. Drawn from Clay by Lonny van Rijswijk uses clays
from different regions of her native Netherlands, showing the colour variations in the same material. Laura Daza and
Patrik Bruzelius show studies of pigments, using this research to inform their own production possibilities.



Tanner Bowman

Eva Walkuski

Frank Willems Eva Walkuski

Synthetic materials take on puffed, glowing, gloopy and jellylike qualities this year. Tanner Bowman's Hot Mess vase is
made using an extruded thermoplastic polymer, retaining its plastic quality. Eva Walkuski's Moon Jelly collection stretches
silicone casings over glass, soft to the touch, with pale hues of colour giving it an eerie appeal. The Sur Le Voyage seat by
Frank Willems is similarly foamy, but with the addition of the leather strap, making it tensed and dimpled.



Philipp Weber

Sun Xin & Huang HaiwenPhilipp Weber

Dario NobregaSun Xin & Huang Haiwen

An increasingly wide variety of stone is being used throughout the shows, with a particular focus on new minerals.
Sun Xin and Huang Haiwen use coal, transforming it into a beautiful and precious material by combining it with brass,
walnut and resin. Philipp Weber has developed a small furnace, which transforms coke into solid objects, while the
Lanzarote Candleholder by Dario Nobrega uses volcanic rocks to make a series of functional objects.



Paolo Ulian & Moreno Ratti Paolo Ulian & Moreno Ratti Paolo Ulian & Moreno Ratti

Intermac

Omag

Marble continues to be a key feature at Milan Design Week – unsurprisingly, as it is a local material – with several
designers developing it in new and interesting ways. Paolo Ulian and Moreno Ratti have expanded their initial marble
concept into larger pieces of furniture, as well as a chipped-away 'in progress' wall. Bicefalo by Intermac and Carapace
by Omag feature at the Digital Lithic Design show, showcasing technical advances in marble carving.



Mabeo Furniture

EY Products

Anastasiya Koscheeva Jeroen Wand

Unusual types of wood and unexpected applications lead innovation in this category. Jeroen Wand's Laminated Table
uses leftovers of oak, birch and wenge veneer to make a sturdy dining table; it is only from the side that you realise its
fineness. Mabeo Furniture has made a collection of stools using Panga Panga (partridge) wood, mixing the sap and heart
woods for contrast, and applying accents of colour on the engraving. EY-Products's desktop range encases ebony wood in
a frosted plastic, while Anastasiya Koscheeva sews and weaves together strips of birch bark to create a cushion for her
Taburet stool.



Staygreen E7 industrial Design E7 industrial Design E7 industrial Design

Vittorio Venezia Vittorio VeneziaStaygreen Vittorio Venezia

Brightened zinc and steel are used to add a luminosity to industrial surfaces. E7 Industrial Design uses a zinc coating on
its utilitarian furniture, giving it a bright glare with an organic uneven surface quality. Staygreen has further developed its
cardboard furniture with a bright metallic coating, which transforms it beyond its paper material. Vittorio Venezia's 4Decimi
Lights are handmade in bright steel – crafted by an 86-year-old craftsman, Nino Ciminna, in the oldest workshop in Sicily.



Rutger de Regt

By taking a fresh look at items that would normally be considered waste, designers are creating tactile and versatile
new materials. The Next Big Thing Project takes elements from consumer technology, such as used circuit boards,
and transforms them to make new products. After extracting the film used to make a plasma screen, the company
folds it and lights it to make a wall panel. ReTree by Philipp Kaefer uses wood chips to form a new mouldable material,
which he presses into an elegant coffee table. Handmade Industrials by Rutger de Regt uses coloured granules of
plastic, re-formed in such a way as to keep the Pointillist effect of colour mixing.

Rutger de Regt

NBT Studio

NBT Studio

Philipp Kaefer

NBT Studio

Philipp Kaefer



Pleunie Buyink

Federica Dellisanti & Tinka JongeriusPleunie Buyink

Alison TaylorAlison Taylor

Federica Dellisanti and Tinka Jongerius have developed the Sugar Filter, which uses sugar to filter the light that we are
exposed to everyday, with a built-in amount of caramelisation to give a golden hue to the light. Pleunie Buyink's Limber
Gems use a rubber-based material with a metallic film trapped inside, giving a lustrous shine when bent and lit. Mineral
Alchemy by Alison Taylor (a student at University of the Arts London) makes use of a wide range of sustainable materials,
including tagua nut (vegetable ivory), salt and silicon carbide.



Stefan Auberg Stefan Auberg Schoenstaub Alissa + Nienke

One of the wittier pieces of design shown this year, Stefan Auberg's Preliminary Objects Rug is a different colour at
the base, so that by shaving it you can create any pattern you want. Studio Schonstaub's design is equally playful,
with a photographic image of two people enjoying their product woven into the rug. Alissa & Nienke's Dialogue uses
fine laser-cutting on paper to make softly interactive surfaces, which ripple in response to human touch.



Hans Tan Markus Johansson

Hans Tan

Satsuki Ohata

Markus Johansson

Hans Tan

Singapore-based designer Hans Tan pours resin to form the tabletop in his Pour table, resulting in a vibrant, blotchy
pattern of colours on the surface. Satsuki Ohato continues this experimentation with liquid material with his Fondue Stool:
a foam stool shape is dipped in yellow PVC, and its weight shrinks the form as it dries. The Loop by Markus
Johansson resembles a liquid drawing of a chair, thanks to its 3D design element and fibreglass construction.
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